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Abstract-h this paper, infinitedimensional vector spaces of a-dense curves are generated by 
means of the functional equations f(r) + f(2r) = 0 and f(z) + f(2z) +f(3z) = 0. For both equations, 
a basis of continuouls solutions has been constructed, obtaining in this way the main achievement 
which is the fact of that these bases may a-densify a large class of compact sets of the plane for 
arbitrary small a. Finally, a constructive method to find the noncontinuous solutions of the second 
functional equation is also settled. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a general metric space (E, d) some subsets X can be densified with a degree of density Q > 0 
(in brief cy-densified) by means of curves defined in E satisfying the called o-density property, 
i.e., by continuous functions f : I ---t E (I being the unit real interval [0, 11) verifying 
(4 f(4 c Xv 
(ii) for any z E X there exists t E I such that d(f(t),z) 5 CY. 
Such a function f is said to be a space-densifying curve in X of density a or, more commonly, 
an a-dense curve in X. 
For E = Rn with n I? 2, the case a = 0 leads us to the Peano curves provided that the subset X 
has positive Jordan content. These functions f are also known as space-filling curves (see [1,2]) 
and so they can be considered as a special subclass of the o-dense curves for the limit case cr = 0. 
An efficient technique for global optimization problems based on o-dense curves in compacts 
of R” was settled (see [3-61) and for this reason, the generating methods for them are especially 
interesting for our purpose. 
A constructive method for obtaining a-dense curves in parallelepipeds of Rn was given in [7-91. 
That method was based on the concept of y-uniformly distributed function with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure (in brief r.L.m.). Therefore, for having an explicit equation of a o-dense curve 
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there was necessary a y-uniformly distributed function (r.L.m.) previously defined. Here, for deal- 
ing with compacts of R2, we propose a simple idea consisting of solving two functional equations, 
namely, f(x) + f(2s) = 0 and f(z) + f(2z) + f(32) = 0. The first equation can be interpreted 
as a set of continuous motions produced by light rays smoothly reflected by two parallel mirrors. 
An analogous interpretation of the second equation can be obtained by substituting the above 
parallel mirrors by concave-convex (convex-concave) ones. As we shall see below, by solving both 
equations we shall obtain two infinite vector spaces which allow us to densify either any rectangle 
or compacts such as 
D = {(XclY> :a<x<b;-xdnIy<xdrk}, 
for all 0 < a < b and d, the real part of the complex solution of the equation 
1 + 27 + 37 = 0. 
2. FUNCTIONAL VECTOR SPACES 
A pair of double sequences (a,k) and (bnk), with k = 0, 1, . . . , n for each n = 0, 1,2,. . . , 
generates a class of functions, let us say A, defined by the following conditions: 
(i) aao = boo = 1; lim, b,k = 0, for any k, 
(ii) f(x) = (-1Y Ck=O,...,n ankf(bnkx) for each real number x and for all n. 
This class A is nonvoid since the identically zero function belongs to A. On the other hand, 
we can easily see that A is a real vector space. Now, the question is which conditions must be 
imposed to the double sequences (ank) and (bnk) to obtain a vector space other than 0. 
In order to analyze this problem, let us begin with two examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. We define a& = l/(n + 1) and b,k = 2-” for n = 0, 1, . . . . Then the associated 
class is given by 
A= : f(x) = (-l)n c -J--f (2-“x) , for any n 
k=O,...,n n + l 
or equivalently 
A = {f : f(x) = (-l)n f (22”~) , for any n} . 
For n = 1 one has 
f (x) = -f (2-54 7 and then 
f(x)+f(2x) =o. 
(2.1) 
Therefore, the class A is equivalent to the set of solutions of the functional equation (2.1). 
EXAMPLE 2. We define C&k = (t) and b,k = 2”3+ for each k = 0,. . . , n. The corresponding 
class A is defined by all functions f satisfying 
f (4 = c-V C (;) f (2k3-nz) , for any z and for all n, 
k=O,...,n 
which is equivalent to the set solution of the functional equation 
f(x) -I- f (2x) + f (3x) = 0. (2.2) 
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3. THE CONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS OF THE 
FUNCTIONAL EQUATION f(z) + f(22) = 0 
Let us denote by A, the subspace of A formed by the continuous solutions of equation (2.1). 
Then, we have the folla~wing proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. The subspace A, contains an infinite set of linearly independent functions that 
den&es the rectangle $1 = [a, b] x [-1, 11, with arbitrary density Q for any [a, b], with a > 0. 
PROOF. If f is a real continuous solution of equation (2.1), then the complex function F(z) = 
f(x) + if(y) for t = z -t iy also verifies the functional equation (2.1). Let us consider a nonnull 
(nontrivial) continuous homomorphism ‘p : C --+ C for the multiplicative structure of C. Then, it 
is well known that cp can be either the conjugation or the complex power function. Because it is 
obvious that complex conjugation does not satisfy equation (2.1), we try to find an appropriate 
power function p(z) = .z@ such that 
cp (2) + $7 (2t) = 0. (3.1) 
Now, the above equation is equivalent to solve 
1+ 2p = 0. (3.2) 
This equation, for each integer n, has the solution p = i( (27~ + l)r/log 2). Therefore, if for each n 
the corresponding solution of (3.2) is denoted by ,&, the complex function p,(z) = zp1X satisfies 
equation (3.1). In particular, (3.1) is also true if z = z E R and then for z > 0, the functions 
Re (P,, (2) = cos (b, log X) , 
Im (Pi (z) = sin (b, log X) , 
where b, = (2n + l)n/ log 2, n E 2, are real and continuous solutions of equation (2.1). 
The zeros of the functions fn(z) = cos(b, logs) and gn (s) = sin(b, logx) are 
xnk = +4/w(2~+~) and 
ynrc = 2”/(2n+l) 
,  
respectively, for n,k E 2. 
The zeros of gn(x) are the zeros of the derivative of fn(z) and vice versa. On the other hand, 
each function attains its extreme values, -1 and +l, at the zeros of the other. Hence, we can show 
the arbitrary density of the curves defined by f,(x) and gn(x) on the rectangle J = [a, b] x [-1, l] 
by proving that the set {znk,ynlc : n, k E 2) is dense in every interval [2P, 2’J] where p and q 
are two arbitrary inte,ger such that p < q with q > 0. Indeed, let us take, for instance, the 
function gn(z). Determine a sufficiently large positive integer m such that 
1 _ 2-(3/2)/(2m+l) < ap. (3.3) 
Now, noticing that 
Ymq(2m+l) - Gnq(2m+l) 
is equal to 
Max {ymlc - x,/c :Ic=p(2m+1),p(2m+1)+l,...,q(2m+1)}, 
we get 
y,,& -. x,k 5 ymq(2m+l) - x,q(2m+l) = 2q l - 2-(1’2)‘(2m+‘) 
deducing that, for n >_: m, the function gn(z) has density CK in the interval [2P, 241. 
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Finally, it only remains to prove that the functions fn(z) and gn(z), for n = 0, 1,2, . . . , are 
linearly independent. Indeed, pick 2n + 2 positive numbers as, al,. . . , usn+r such that 
bk = u2ni/10g2 
k 7 forIc=O,l,..., 2n+l, 
to be distinct, i.e., bk # bl for lc # 1 with Ic, 1 = 0, 1, . . . , 2n + 1. Then, we claim that determinant 
w = If0 (al) 790 (Q) ,fl (ad 191 ((3) 7.. . ,fn (al) ,sn (W)ll=O 1 ...,2n+l , 1 
is nonnull. 
To evaluate W we reduce its elements to complex form. Multiply the 2nd, qth, . . . , columns 
by i and to them add the lst, 3rd, . . . , columns, respectively. Then we have 
win+1 = 
If0 (al) 7 cpo (al) 7 fl (Q) > PI (Q) 7.. . 7 fn (al) ) %I (Q)ll=O,l,.., 2n+1 . (3.4) 
Let $k(Z) be the conjugate of (Pk(z), then 
?fk (x) = ‘Pk (x) + $k (x) I fork=O,l,..., 2nfl. (3.5) 
In view of the above relation, multiply the lst, 3rd, . . . , columns by -2 and add them, respec- 
tively, to the 2nd, 4th, . . . , columns. Then, we obtain 
w ( -2i)n+1 = NJ0 (al) 1 cpo (4 7 -1cI1 (al) 7 cpl (Q) 7.. .7 -hl (al) 9 (Pn h)ll~0,1,...,2n+l 
or equivalently 
w (2i)n+1 = MO (az) > 90 (a) 7 $1 (al) > cpl (Q) ). . . 7 hz (al) 9 (Pn (Q)ll=0,1,...,2n+l . 
Taking out the 2n+lth column, from (3.7), we get 
W(2i)n+l = 4, (ao) . &I (al) >. . * 7 lCln (U2n+l) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.3) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
x u~@,-W i(b,,+bo) 
k ,‘k 
i(b,,-bl) 
,‘k 
%+h) 
yak , . . ) 1, u$brL+bJ 
k=0,1,...,2nfl ’ 
Noticing that (pk(%) = ($k(z))-l, relation (3.8) can be replaced by 
w (2Qn+l . pn (~0) . pn (a~), . . , mcpn (a2n+1) 
= i&z-h) 
‘k 
i(bn+bo) 
Yak 
+z-bt) 
“k 
i(b,+h) i(b,,+b,,) 
,($ r*..,l,uk 
k=0,1,...,2n+l ’ 
Now, by interchanging the columns one has 
w (2i)n+1 . (Pn (a01 . Pn (al) , . * + 7 $%I (a2n+1) . (-q(n+l)n 
= 1 ui(bn-b,,-l) i(br-b-2) 
7 k ‘“k 
i(b,-bo) i(b,,+bo) i(b,+bvr) 
7”‘) ‘k yak >“‘, ‘k 
h=0.1....,2,#+1 
Taking into account that 
b, - b,+ = Zj-IL 
log2’ 
forj=1,2 ,..., 12, and 
b, + bj-, = 2 (j + 1) -?- 
log2’ 
forj=n,n+l,..., 2n, 
from (3.10), we deduce 
w (2i)“+’ . v&l (ao) . $%L (al) , . f. , y7n (U2n+l) . ( -l)(n+l)n 
i2r/log 2 = l,Uk ilx/log 2 i2(2n+l)a/log2 T”k ,“‘,uk 
!%=0,1,...,2n+1 
= l,bk,b;,.,. ~b:n+llk=O.l ,..., 2n+1 
The determinant in the last line is a Vandermonde. Hence, 
w (2i)n+1 . (Pn (ao) . Pn (al) , . . . , $n (u2n+1) . (-l)(n+l)n = n (bl, - bl) , 
k>l 
with /c, 1 = 0, 1, . . . ,2n + 1. 
(3.11) 
Finally, in view of the conditions on the bk, the determinant W is nonnull as claimed and 
therefore, the functions fo, go, fi, 91,. . . , fn, gn are linearly independent. I 
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Prolongation to R 
The functions fn and gn are defined for x > 0. However, a prolongation of them is possible in 
the following way: 
for x < 0, 
for x < 0. 
The prolongation to 0 requires to take into account the density. Therefore, for a given (Y we 
determine an integer p such that 2P 2 a/2 and let m be chosen as in relation (3.3) such that f,, 
is a/Zdense on the rectangle [Zp, 241 x [-1, 11. Then the functions 
{ 
fn (xl > if x E [2p, 2q] , 
Fp) (x) = f; (x), if x E [-2q,-2p], 
0, if x E [-2P,2P], 
and 
r, 
Sn (x) 1 if x E [2p, 2q] , 
Gp) (x) = g; (x) , if x E [-29, -2~1, 
0, if 2 E [-2P, 27 , 
are a-dense on the rectangle [-2q, 291 x [-1, 11. 
We have just seen how the simple functional equation 
contains a set of continuous solutions that is cap 
(& 
ble of densifying arbitrary large rectangles in 
the plane. It can be easily generalized to the functional equation 
where a, b are positive numbers such that a # b. 
It is enough to make the change ax = t, then bx = ct, c being a/b. By substituting in the 
above equation, we obtain 
f (t) -t f (ct) = 0. 
Analogously, we have a family of continuous solutions 
f:, (x) = cos (b:, log x) and gk (x) = sin (bk log x) , 
where 
b, = (2n + ‘1 r 71 loge ’ with n E 2. 
REMARK 4. We can immediately deduce that the functions f; and g; also verify Proposition 3. 
REMARK 5. Observe t,hat if f is a continuous solution of equation f(x) + f(2x) = 0, then the 
function fr(x) = (l/x) st f(t) dt, for x > 0, is also a solution of the same equation. F’urther- 
more, if f is a differentiable solution, then the function fo(x) = xf’(x), where f’ denotes the 
derivative of f, is’ again a solution of the above equation. Prom this result, we conclude that 
the functions fn = cos(bn log x) and gn(x) = sin(b, log x), found in Proposition 3, are the only 
solutions that can be obtained by integral and differential operations. 
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4. THE CONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS OF THE 
FUNCTIONAL EQUATION f(x) + f(22) + f(3x) = 0 
f(z) + f(2z) + f(3s) = 0 (4.1) 
As in the above example, let us suppose that equation (4.1) has a real solution f. Then, for z = 
2 + yi, the function F(z) = f(z) + f(y)’ z is also a complex solution of (4.1). Reciprocally, if F(z) 
is a complex solution of (4.1), in particular F(X) is also a solution, and consequently, ReF(z) 
and ImF(z) are solutions of (4.1). Therefore, the real problem for finding solutions of (4.1) can 
be replaced by the analogous complex problem. 
Let us consider the complex power function d(z) = ZY satisfying (4.1). Then, the problem is 
reduced to find a complex number y such that 
1+ 27 + 37 = 0. (4.2) 
By writing y = d + hi, the above equation is equivalent to the real system 
1 + 2d cos (h log 2T) + 3d cos (h log 3) = 0, 
Zd sin (h log 2) + 3d sin (h log 3) = 0. 
(4.3) 
Let A be the determinant 
cos(h log 2) cos(h log 3) 
sin(h log 2) sin(h log 3) 
= 
sin(h log(3/2)). Then, we have the follow- 
ing lemma. 
LEMMA 6. If A = 0, the equation 1+2Y + 37 = 0 hasnosolution. 
PROOF. Since A = sin(hlog(3/2)) one has A = 0 if and only if 
hlogi = nn, with n E 2. (4.4) 
For n = 0, h = 0. Then by substituting in the first equation of system (4.3), we have a 
contradiction. Therefore, assume n # 0. 
From (4.4) it follows that 
log 2 
hlog2= nr- 
10@/2) 
and hlog3 = nn+ hlog2. 
Replacing these values in system (4.3), we get 
l+ (2d + (-l)n3d) cos(hlog2) = 0, 
(2d + (-l)n 3d) sin (h log 2) = 0. 
(4.6) 
Noticing that log2/(log(3/2)) is not rational, from (4.5), we deduce that sin(h log2) # 0. 
Hence, from the second equation of system (4.6) one has 2d + (-1)“3d = 0 and substituting in 
the first equation, we are again led to contradiction. I 
LEMMA 7. For h # nn/(log(3/2)), the equation lt 2? + 37 = 0 has solution. 
PROOF. h # nr/(log(3/2)) is equivalent to A # 0. Then if we take 2d, 3d as unknowns, by 
applying the Cramer’s rule one has 
- sin (h log 3) 
2d = sin (h log(3/2)) = A’ 
sin (h log 2) 
3d = sin (h log(3/2)) = B’ 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
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with the condition 
(4.9) 
Now, it only remainls to prove that condition (4.9) holds. Indeed, by replacing the values for 
A, B found in (4.7) and (4.8), respectively, in (4.9), we have 
log sin (h log 2) - log sin (hz) - [iog(-sin(hlog3) -1ogsin (h$)] = 0. (4.10) 
Now, defining on the interval (r/log 3,3x/2 log 3) the function 
H (h) = log sin (h log 2) + ($--i)logsin(h$) - $(log(-sin(hlog3))), (4.11) 
the condition (4.10) is equivalent to prove that H(h) vanishes for some h. Indeed, for a sufficiently 
small positive number E determine hl and hz such that 
hilog3=n+s, h210g3 = f -E. (4.12) 
Taking into account the inequalities 
we get 
hilog2, halog G (g,$); hilog;, halog; E ($$,E). 
Consequently, 
and 
sin (hl log 2) > sin sin (hilog:) > sin (z) 
sin (ha log 2) < sin (E) , sin (hziogi) < 1. 
Since sin(hi log 3) =: - sin E, from (4.13), we deduce 
H (hl) > logsin (g) + (s-i)logsin(z) -$$logsins. 
Noticing that ‘-(log 3/log2) log sine tends to +co when E tends to 0, 
H (hl) > 0. 
On the other hand, as sin(hs log 3) = - cos E, from (4.14), we obtain 
H (hz) > log sin 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
But, since -(log 3/lag 2) log cos E tends to 0 when E tends to 0, it implies that H( h2) < 0. 
Now, by applying the Bolzano’s Theorem, there exists h E (r/log 3,3-/r/2 log3) such that 
H(h) = 0. This value for h satisfies the condition (4.9) and so the proof is completed. I 
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LEMMA 8. The equation 1 + 27 + 37 = 0 has solution ^(n = d, + h,i with d, E t--1,2) and 
h, E (-2nn/log3,2rn/log3) for each n E N. 
PROOF. Consider the analytical complex functions f(z) = 2’ and g(z) = 1 + 3*. Let D, be the 
complex domain with boundary dD, defined by the lines of equations 
x = -1, 
-2m 
x=2, yn.=- 
27rn 
log3 ’ 
and yn = - 
log3’ 
for each n E N. 
Then we claim that If(z)/ < lg(z)[ on dD, for each n E N. Indeed, for any z = x + yi, we 
have 
f(z) = 2” 
and 
(4.16) 
Thus, noticing inequality (4.16), one has 
(a) for z E dD, on the line z = -1, If(z)I = 2-l < 11 - 3-ll < lg(z)l, 
(b) for z E aD, on the line z = 2, If(z)1 = 22 < (1 - 321 < lg(z)l, 
(c) for z E dD, with yn = f Prn/log3, it verifies 
19 (Z)I = J1 + 32z + 2.3” cos (ylog3) = Jl + 32” + 2.3” = 1 + 3”. 
Now, taking into account that 2” < 1 + 3” for any x E R, we deduce that If(z)/ < Ig(z)l. 
Then, from (a), (b), and (c) it follows that If(z)/ < /g(z)/ on 8D,. By applying the RouchC’s 
Theorem (see, for instance [lo, p. 178]), the functions f(z) +g(z) = 1 + 2* + 3” and g(z) = 1+ 3’ 
have the same number of zeros inside D, for each n E N, as claimed. 
On the other hand, g(z) h as zeros zk = (2k + l)ni/log3, with k E 2 (see relation (3.2) in 
Proposition 3 and replace log 2 by log3). Therefore, inside D, the function g(z) has 2n zeros zk 
with k E {-n, -n + 1,. . . ,O, 1,. . . ,n - 1) and so equation (4.16) has a countable infinite set of 
solutions. I 
5. THE DENSITY OF THE SUBSPACE 
Bc OF THE CONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS 
OF THE EQUATION f(z) + f(2z) + f(3z) = 0 
As we have just seen in the foregoing section, the complex function an(z) = zYIL, where 
3;2 = d, + h,i, satisfies the functional equation 
@‘n (z) + @‘n (22) + Q’n (32) = 0, for n E N. (5.1) 
Thus, for z = x > 0, the real function complex valued (a,(x) is, of course, a solution of (5.1) 
and, in particular 
Re G, (x) = xd” cos (h, log x) , 
Im Q.n (x) = xdfL sin (h, log Z) 
are real solutions of the primitive functional equation. Thus, by letting u,, ‘un be the ReQ,,(x) 
and Im Gn(x), respectively, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 9. The subspace Bc formed by the continuous solutions of the functional equation 
f(x) + f(2z) + f(3z) = 0 contains an infinite set of linearly independent functions that densifies, 
with arbitrary small density a > 0, any compact limited by the curves y = xdfa and y = -xdn, 
and the right lines x = a,x = b for all 0 < a < b. 
PROOF. The zeros of un, denoted by x,,k, are the values eS(1+2k)/2hTb for k E 2. On the other 
hand, by defining yn,k as the values where u, attains the curves y = xdl, and y = -xdrX one has 
Thus, for h, > 0, 
Therefore, 
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Yn,k < %,k < Yn,k+l, for any k E 2. 
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Ma {Xn,k - %a,k; %a,k+l - %,k : k 5 1) 5 M={~n,k+l - ?/n,k : k < I} 
= ,+-Whn er/h,, _ 1 (5.2) 
Let a be an arbitrary positive number and consider the region 
D = { (5, y) : a I 2 5 b; -xdn 5 y 5 xd- } , 
Then, there are integers p < q such that ep 5 a < b I eQ and so the region 
DP,, = {(xc, Y> : ep 5 x 5 eq; -xd” < y 5 x’“} 
contains D. Now, we claim that there exists n such that un(z) densifies the region D,, with 
an arbitrary density (Y and, a fortiori it will also densify the region D. Indeed, given eQ, there 
exists, for each h,, an integer k = k(h,) such that 
eWh.. > eq. - 
Let kn be the lesser integer that satisfies the above relation. Then 
and so 
e?r/h, _ 1 
On the other hand, setting 
M := Max { Id,td”-‘l : a 5 t 2 b} , P=Max{M,l} 
and noticing that h, is unbounded, we can determine a positive integer n such that 
eq e*/L _ 
Now, because of (5.211, (5.3), and (5.4), we have 
bn,k+2 - Yn,ki < ; 
and by applying the Mean Value Theorem, we obtain 
Y$k+2 - ykk < CY’ 
(5.3) 
(54 
Then, un(z) densifies the region D with density a as claimed. As we just have done in 
Proposition 3, we can show that an(x) and W*(X) are linearly independent. I 
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6. NONCONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS 
OF EQUATION f(z) + f(24 + f(34 = 0 
For each rational 5, consider its irreducible expression p/q, where the integers p and q are 
expressed in the ternary basis. We define the ternary characteristic (in brief, t.c.) of IC, denoted 
by 1x1, as (61P, where n, is the number of end zeros in the ternary expansion corresponding 
to either p or q. 
Since p and Q have no common divisors, the t.c. is well defined. Then, we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 10. For any rational 5, the kc. satisfies 
PROOF. We consider three cases. 
CASE 1. n, = 0, i.e., neither p has end zeros, nor q has end zeros. Then, if q is odd, the 
irreducible expression of 2x is 2p/q and so n2, = 0. Therefore, 12~1 = 1x1. If q is even, then 
q = 2h, so 2x = p/h. But, since q does not have end zeros, thus, h cannot have end zeros and 
so (i) follows. 
On the other hand, 3x = 3p/q and then 3p has only one end zero. Therefore, nsr = 1 and so 
the property (ii) is also verified. 
CASE 2. n, > 0. (The zeros are from p.) When q is odd, 2x = 2p/q. Since 2p has the same end 
zeros as p, hence, 12x1 = 1x1. If q is even, 4 = 2h, so 2x = p/h, and consequently, property (i) 
holds, Finally, 3p adds one end zero to the end zeros of p, so (ii) is also satisfied. 
CASE 3. n, > 0. (The zeros are from q.) Reasoning in the same way as above, we get 12x1 = 
1x1. About property (ii) we have q = 3r, so 3x = p/r and then nsZ = n, - 1. Hence, again 
13x1 = - 1x1 and the proof is completed. I 
THEOREM 11. Define the function Q : Q - R as Q(x) = xlxj. Let cp : Q --+ R be any 
function verifying the property cp(x + y) = q(x) + (p(y) ( i.e., cp is any solution of the Cauchy 
functional equation). Then, the function 
Fo (x) = 'PC*(X)), ifx E Q, 0, ifx$Q, 
satisfies the functional equation f(x) + f(2x) + f(3x) = 0. 
PROOF. Because of the previous lemma, if z E Q, we have 
Fe(x) + Fo(2x)+ Fo (3x) = cp(x 1x1) +9(2x 12x1) + cp(32 13x1) 
=cP(~l~1)+2~(~12~1)+3~(~13~J) 
=3$!J(x~x])-3~(x~xJ)=O. 
On the other hand, if x # Q, then 2x, 3x $ Q and so, from the definition of Fo, we obtain 
Fo (x) + Fo (2x) + 8’0 (3x) = 0. I 
Let us consider the set R of real numbers as a vector space over the field Q of the rationals. 
Let B = {xi : i E 1) be a Hamel basis, thus, each real number x can be expressed in the form 
x = CiEA qixi, A being a finite subset of the index set I. Following the notation used in the 
above theorem, let us set 9, = cp o 9 for any solution cp of the Cauchy functional equation. Then 
one has the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 12. For each fixed HameJ basis B and for an arbitrary real valued function h de- 
fined on B, the function Fh defined by Fh(x) = xiEA \kv(qi) . h(xi) satisfies the functional 
equation f(z) + f(22) + f(32) = 0. 
PROOF. Since 22 = CiEA 2qixi, 3x = CiEA 3qixi provided that x = xiEA qixi, by applying the 
above theorem we have 
‘9 (41) + \E$7 (2qi) + Qv (3p.i) zz 0, for each rational qi. 
Thus, 
Fh cx) + Fh (2x) + Fh (32) = c 9, (‘A) . h (xi) + c Qp (2qi) . h (xi) + 1 Q& (3qi) . h (xi) 
iEA iEA GA 
= C [Qv (qi) + Qp (2%) + 9, (3qi)] . h (xi) = 0 
iEA 
and the theorem follows. 
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